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Recognising and upholding excellence in local government 

 

Mail: PO Box 105 
 Coolum Beach  QLD  4573 
Mobile: 0417 577 881 
Email: mail@oscar.org.au 
Web: www.oscar.org.au 

 
 

OSCAR GENERAL MEETING – MINUTES  
7pm on Thursday, 30 November 2017  
North Shore Community Centre, David Low Way, Mudjimba 

1 Opening, welcome to country. 

Attendance: Mark Bizzell (CRA), Martin Peelgrane (MRA), Gillian Hall (Dulong Futures), Max Standage 
(MADCA), Cynthia Howland (SPA), Barry McDowall (MCG), Simon Cracknell, Phillip Hattersley (Pelican 
Waters), Malcolm Brassey (TWS&S), Susie Chapman (MCG), Charles Toms (ResDev), Tony Gibson (C&NCC), 
Melva Hobson (MCG - until internet dropped out) and Kathryn Hyman (TWS&S). 
 
Apologies : Adriana Adamska-Bland (MRA), Bob Joubert & Greg Smith (PSRA), Tony Barry & Peter Bryant 
(Caloundra RA), Narelle McCarthy (SCEC), Lyn Saxton (DW). 

2 Minutes of previous meeting – 26 October 2017 

That the minutes of the previous meeting be accepted. 

Moved: Gillian Hall 
Seconded: Mark Bizzell 
Carried. 

3 Business Arising 

3.1 Letter to Mayor re strategic discussion forum (Melva) –The Mayor forwarded to the CEO, the letter about the 
meeting and subsequent sending of a letter to the Government by the CEO re including the South Coolum flood-
prone areas in the review of the TWW flood modelling.  The CEO in his response was patronising and clearly 
demonstrated his lack of understanding of the planning experience of a number of member groups. It is 
recommended that a follow-up letter be sent to the CEO outlining to him the experience of the group. The CEO also 
maintained that the issue was related to the Council submission to the SEQ Regional Plan. He did not respond to the 
question about due process for such a decision being made. 

3.2 Developer donation legislation – OSCAR action post State election. Acting President Tony Gibson reported 
OSCAR’S recommendations to the Belcarra findings and OSCAR’s intention to write to Premier Anastasia Palaszczuk 
to encourage her to continue to progress the relevant Bill regarding developer donations. It was agreed that 
members are supportive of following up on the Belcarra findings. Tony reported that it was apparent that companies 
on the ECQ’s Electronic Donations table accessed from the OSCAR website, that Sunshine Coast developers may 
have influence on planning decisions. Tony said additional correspondence might need to elaborate on other 
governance issues such as Councillor Conduct and the complaints management process. 

3.3 OSCAR State Election activities report only 

Forum and Survey (discussion deferred to General Business) 

4 Correspondence 

4.1 Inward 
1. Letter from Mayor re SCRC infrastructure priorities 
2. Email from Chantelle Kenzler, SCRC in response to email I sent Coralie Nichols re community engagement 
3. Email from Susie Chapman re third MRECG meeting  
4. SCEC re Container  Refund Scheme and Plastic Bag Forum  
5. Email from Joy Macumber re Pelican Waters golf Course 
6. Emails from SCEC and Development Watch re Community meetings re Yaroomba and Sekisui 
7. Email from Palmwoods Living History Association re location of Nambour railway extension 
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8. Email from Dulong Futures re NSW Councillor Code of Conduct 
9. Email Invoice from North Shore Community Centre re Election Forum 
10. Emails from TWW copied to Secretary OSCAR re activities and actions on that front 

 
4.2 Outward 

1. OSCAR email updates to members – 27, 22, 16, 14, 7, 6, 1 November 
2. Requests to all 42 state election candidates requesting their profile/statement (21 provided something) 
3. Requests to all candidates for a response to our Candidate Survey (9 responses but note we received 

generic/party responses from LNP and Greens so 23 candidates covered collectively or individually) 
4. Thank you emails to candidates who provided either profile or survey response. 
5. Thank you letters to candidates who participated in the OSCAR Election Forum 
6. Email to John Connolly re community engagement – following a telephone call he made to Tony (attached) – 

no response received as yet! 
7. Response to Mayor re his infrastructure priority letter 
8. Letter to Mayor re SCRC restructure 
9. Email response to Joy Macumber Pelican Waters 

(Note: this list is limited to external correspondence and does not cover the many internal emails between 
executive members, emails relating to Candidate survey, Candidate Forum organisation etc) 
That the inward correspondence by received and outward endorsed. 

Moved: Gillian Hall 
Seconded: Max Standage 
Carried. 

5 Financial report 

5.1 Treasurer’s Report to 30 November 2017: 
Deposits - $20 membership donation Beerburrum Action Group 

Payments - $90.00 rental of community hall for election forum 

Bank Balance - $3078.00 

Outstanding bills - stationary expenses re forum $11.36 

5.2 Financial Transparency re 2017/8 budget expenses  
No reply from the Mayor to our second letter sent four weeks ago. Recommend we send a follow-up letter. It is 
interesting to note that the annual accounts for the year ending June 2017 are available on the SCRC website. We 
are currently analysing these reports. It appears that the sale of the airport has been backdated to Feb 2017 and the 
accounts have a write down of $60m, details still being sought.  

5.3. Draft proposal on membership fees  
Outstanding, report due early next year. Any suggestion or comments most welcome, please email the Secretary.  

5.4 AGM timing 
Tony raised the issue of Office of Fair Trading (OFT) regulations re the date of the OSCAR AGM, due to be held in 
January. However discussion reflected that it may not be ideal timing for people in general given the holiday season 
will just be closing and the school year beginning etc leaves people in general rather time poor. Perhaps January is 
not the best time to initiate and coordinate the OSCAR AGM. 

That OSCAR apply to the OFT to hold the AGM one month later, schedule for February 2018 

Moved Tony Gibson 
Seconded Susie Chapman 
Carried  

5.5 Appointing an auditor 
Tony suggested the group consider that OSCAR appoint an honorary auditor to audit OSCAR financial accounts to 
ensure transparency. Susie made comment regarding the OFT legislation that does not require an incorporated 
association to audit their financial accounts unless the account is over $10,000. It was agreed that spending $500 for 
an independent auditor was not a desirable use of OSCAR funds. 
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6 Membership report 

6.1 New Member Applications;  
Twin Waters West & Surrounds Inc (TWW&S) 
Pacific Paradise Progress Association (PPPA) 

Vice President Malcolm Brassey (TWW&S) gave a brief on the issues and concerns regarding the Twin Waters West 
Planning Scheme Amendment and subsequent urban development proposal. He outlined the need for the 
Association to recently incorporate owing to the contrary view of the existing Twin Waters Residents Association 
(TWRA). He explained that community and member support was not evidenced however, the TWRA executive were 
unwilling to negotiate or consult with the community regarding their support for the amendment. He claimed the 
fundamental issues were namely flooding, community and environmental impacts. In his professional opinion as an 
engineer Program Director with 30 years of storm water management civil works specialist experience including 
billion dollar projects, he was astounded that SCRC would consider such a ‘dangerous’ proposal. He recommended 
that floodplains should be preserved to perform their intended function to safely attenuate storm water in flood 
events. He updated member’s regarding the independent review process underway, and as yet not complete. It is 
expected the first quarter 2018 the review findings would be finalised. He elaborated on some difficulty obtaining 
under RTI (Right To Information) technical documents relating to the scope of works and terms of reference 
provided by SCRC for review, and as yet no confirmation or assurance has been provided that the review outcomes 
would be made publicly available. 

That the TWW&S Inc application be approved; 
Moved Tony Gibson 
Seconded Charles Toms 
Carried  

President Warren Fraser introduced himself as the incoming president of PPPA (Pacific Paradise Progress 
Association). He outlined the history of the long-standing association and acknowledged Pacific Paradise was 
currently being invigorated with the beautification of Timari Street, and the Friday night food markets recently 
formed has proved highly successful for the community. A funding grant for a shade sail for the local playground has 
been another successful outcome advocated by the Association. Warren was asked for his stance on the TWW 
proposal, which he claimed was an issue to be raised on the next PPPA agenda to definitively ascertain the stance of 
members moving forward. He spoke of current concerns being discussed with council and Cr O’Pray regarding the 
blocked drainage systems in the area and the erosion problem of residents living adjacent to the Pacific Paradise 
canal and the problem was escalating owing to previous rains and neglect. 

That the PPPA application be approved; 
Moved Mark Bizzell 
Seconded Barry McDowall 
Carried 

7 MRECG update (Susie Chapman) 

Susie spoke enthusiastically about the progress and process of the consultative group. She reiterated the extension 
of time to March 2018 has made the consultation very worthwhile. She said that Dr John Martin is proving to be an 
excellent chair. She explained that the Group has seen presentations from various organisations, associations and 
individuals, including: SCEC, CoastCare, Jim Cash, DRTM, Colin Bernie and David Tannah. She reported a further four 
groups were presenting on Monday 4th December, including Kerry Jones of Kabi Kabi First Nation, Mudjimba 
Residents Association, Twin Waters West & Surrounds Inc  and R. Foster is providing a Social/Economic appraisal. 
She went on to say all presentations have been well researched, informative and input has been taken on board. 
Susie elaborated that the MRECG has explored the new geo fabric textiles currently available, and given the original 
and existing bags were the first experiment of its kind, there is optimism that the design has become more efficient 
and effective in terms of durability and stability. She reported that Cr O’Pray had suggested using both rock and 
bags, this idea was however dismissed by the Group. Susie claimed strength of feeling was that Council officers were 
still pro engineering a rock groyne, and that others were backing this. There are opposing views as to what causes 
the erosion of Cotton Tree and surrounds, however all agreed to the constantly changing dynamic nature of Pin 
Cushion Island moving from north to south over time. Mal Pratt would apparently like to anchor Pin Cushion when it 
is North and there is some support for this. Susie relayed that she asked how long the MRECG would be a 
consultative group, and was told it had a clear long-term trajectory. Suzie commented that the Kabi Kabi submission 
was fabulous and outlined the area has been registered as a cultural heritage site. Cerran Fawns made a submission 
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regarding water quality at Picnic Point and it was endorsed that any Estuary issues will find a platform in MRECG to 
present and report on these findings within the terms of reference of the Group. 

8 General Business 

8.1 Member organisation presentation –  
No member groups had requested time to give a presentation. 

8.2 Discussion and review of OSCAR State Election activities – Forum, Survey, web page and Facebook. 

Tony asked for comment from the floor. There was unanimous support for the Forum hosted by OSCAR and all 
agreed it was well run and coordinated. Tony expressed satisfaction at the willingness of the candidates to engage 
and be involved in the forum. He commended those candidates who stayed back to speak with the public after the 
forum closed and pointed out that One Nation candidates had previously provided their apologies for having another 
commitment so were unable to stay for the remainder of the forum. All agreed it was a successful and valuable 
community service. In the interest of awareness raising and accessibility. It was decided that OSCAR pay the $90 cost 
of filming and live streaming the event, Tony and Gillian pointed out that it had 1500 views and was also commented 
on by Councillors including Deputy Mayor Tim Dwyer. This was taken as a positive sign that OSCAR was carrying 
some influence in governance processes. Susie asked if the event was co-hosted with SCEC, and if so, advised that 
OSCAR need to be mindful of their affiliates publicly. Tony assured her that it was not promoted on social media as a 
co-hosted event by OSCAR and there had not been any agreement to this effect. Tony indicated that he had not seen 
any promotion by SCEC as a co-hosted event. Tony also commented that MADCA conducted a very well run forum 
that he attended. 

8.3 Motion re Sekisui  

That OSCAR make a submission to the SCRC in relation to the request from Sekisui to “over-ride” the Sunshine Coast 
Planning Scheme. The submission to focus on one of OSCAR’S key issues – the integrity of the planning scheme. Tony 
declared that a priority of OSCAR is to maintain independence. The Sekisui campaign is headed by Development 
Watch and Save Yaroomba, however, OSCAR has a role to play to address the integrity of the planning scheme. 
Development Watch has requested that OSCAR make a submission, and the executive have agreed that a submission 
outlining the out of character nature of the proposal and its departure from the planning scheme would be the focus 
of the submission. 

That OSCAR make a submission regarding the Sekisui Development Application 
Moved Melva Hobson 
Seconded Tony Gibson. 
Carried 

8.4 SCRC proposal Underwater Sea Cable 

There was much discussion re this issue. Tony pointed out that there was a lot projected for Marcoola (Airport, the 
desalination plant and now the landing station / underwater sea cable) it is still unsure exactly where and how this 
would be progressed. It was reported among members many relevant points; GQIA  conducted a feasibility study  
though no case studies are provided, ASIC compiled a report 2010 however there is no information available as to 
how feasible or credible the report is, given it is held confidential. Key speakers promoting the proposal were key 
telecommunications representatives. Issues were raised and comparisons were made to overseas landings, their 
benefits to the local community, and the draw backs – Regional Developments ie Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast is in 
competition, however the Gold Coast City Council rejected the proposal. Much debate ensued regarding the pro’s 
and con’s and it was agreed more information and analysis was needed and encouraged. 

Motion: 

i)   that OSCAR seek information from SCRC in relation to the SCRC Underwater Sea Cable proposal 
ii)   that OSCAR seek advice from relevant community and member groups re this proposal 
iii)  that in the event of the OSCAR executive determining the need for OSCAR action re this issue prior to 
the January General Meeting a “flying minute” be sent to all member groups 

Moved Gillian Hall  
Seconded Tony Gibson  
Carried  

8.5 Report SCRC Special Meeting 23 November 2017 

A report on this meeting was provided to members. 
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8.6. Proposal for Casino in Maroochydore  

Tony informed the meeting that this proposal reflected Malaysia and Monaco gambling interests. Andrew Wallace 
Federal Member for Fisher has begun a petition opposing a casino for the Sunshine Coast. Mayor Jamieson is going 
so far as to say it was of fundamental benefit and has supported the project for 5 years. It was noted that it was a 
strategic resort development with a casino attached. 

Motion: 

i)   that OSCAR seek information from the SCRC re the proposal for a casino to operate in Maroochydore 
ii)  that OSCAR seek advice from the relevant community and member groups re this proposal 
iii)  that in the event of OSCAR executive determining the need for OSCAR to action re this issue prior to the 
next General Meeting a “flying minute” be sent to member groups. 

Moved Tony Gibson  
Seconded Mark Bizzell 
Carried 

9 Other items from the floor  

9.1 Pelican Waters Golf Course 

Pelican Waters representative, Phillip Hattersley reported that the Pelican Waters Golf Course has an absent 
landlord owned since 2004 in partnership with a local developer. He claimed that residents became alerted to 
bulldozer activity and called the SCRC. When council officers arrived, security guards would not allow them access so 
they hired a helicopter and proceeded court action in the Planning and Environment Court. The Court upheld 
council’s rejection and found the owner was in breach and the proposed development was stopped in 2006. 
Residents were confident that this issue was resolved. Years later, 2012-13, it was discovered that there had been 
some agreements made in regarding the financial viability of the Golf Course – these documents were in confidence 
and meeting were held in closed session, but it was gleaned from #18 discussion paper of the Planning Scheme 2014 
that an approval had been entrenched in the planning scheme. This paper stated “no public concern”. Phillip claimed 
that at the time, Christmas period 2012, some residents made submissions, of which half were opposed – however, 
residents were largely unaware of the proceedings and planning decisions being made. It is now understood that 
once it was written into the planning scheme there is no legal recourse to oppose the proposal. In September 2017 a 
newsletter published that a Master Plan had been approved by Council in confidential sessions. People who bought 
million dollar homes in Pelican Waters after 2013 were unaware the golf course would be carved up. The condition 
that it was to remain as a golf course and if it ceased to be run as such it would be handed back to council – Vardin 
Point. Consequently, the new development will be ‘sardine city’ and devalue homes and investments. The Hotel 
Sebel is also opposed to this development as the view from the hotel would change from the existing fairways, to a 
sea of roofs some 30m2 by 18m2. The Pelican Waters Association is applying under RTI for documents to start the 
process of opposition. They have requested the support of their MP Mark McArdle and Local Government Minister 
to require a proper DA (Development Application) process. Residents wish to protect the reputation of their area: 

1. To stop the process 

2. Make the DA transparent 

3. Prompt a Crime and Corruption Commission Inquiry into the process. 

Some support from members recognised a vote of no confidence could be a viable option. Pelican Waters 
Association asked if OSCAR would consider writing to the Premier re the following matters. 

i. Request to rescind the approvals of 2014 
ii. Review the process that was followed 

iii.  Assert that the DA should be transparent and carry appeal rights and statutory public notification period. 

10 Next meeting 

Tony as Acting President wished everyone a happy Festive Season on behalf of OSCAR. The meeting closed at 
8:55pm. 

Next General Meeting will be the 25 January 2018 and the AGM will be 22 February 2018. 


